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In the late 1990s, Colombia appeared destined for utter collapse. Facing a

possible narco-terrorist state releasing a torrent of illegal drugs, the United States

supported Plan Colombia, a broad effort to bolster police and military Counter-

Insurgency (COIN) efforts and reform Colombian governance. President Uribe, driving

his Democratic Security program, helped dramatically reverse Colombia’s downward

trajectory in the eight years since Plan Colombia’s inception. Joint, interagency, and

combined efforts in Colombia reduced violence, improved the economy, and

significantly diminished the size and capability of Colombia’s various insurgent groups

and paramilitaries. Successes against Colombia’s well funded, long standing,

committed insurgencies provide useful insights for US and coalition fighters in other

theaters. The illicit drug trade remains resilient, despite a coordinated coalition effort to

reduce production and trafficking. Lessons learned in Colombia highlight

recommendations for other US COIN operations.





FLIPPING THE COIN AND WINNING: LESSONS FROM COLOMBIA

As the 20th century drew to a close, Colombia appeared destined for utter

collapse, the victim of more than three decades of insurgent warfare, beset by powerful

right-wing paramilitaries, and overrun by illicit drug production and smuggling. Faced

with the specter of a Colombian narco-democracy lifting the floodgates on an already

enormous torrent of illegal drugs, the United States supported Plan Colombia, a broad

effort to bolster police and military Counter-Insurgency (COIN) efforts and reform

Colombian governance. President Alvaro Uribe Velez, relentlessly driving his

Democratic Security program, helped dramatically reverse Colombia’s downward

trajectory in the eight years since Plan Colombia’s inception. Joint, interagency, and

combined efforts in Colombia reduced violence, improved the economy, and

significantly diminished the size and capability of Colombia’s various insurgent groups

and paramilitaries. Successes against Colombia’s well funded, long standing,

committed insurgencies could provide useful insights for American and coalition fighters

in the long war against terrorism in Iraq and Afghanistan. The illicit drug trade’s stubborn

resilience, despite a coordinated coalition effort, highlights limitations which may parallel

those in other theaters. Less than a decade ago, Colombia’s prospects for peace

seemed less likely than winning a coin toss. Today they are beating those odds,

restoring peace, prosperity, and democracy against the will of several committed,

insurgent, terrorist groups.

History’s Counterinsurgency Lessons

Insurgent movements have sought to overturn governments for centuries, but

after World War II, several COIN veterans exchanged their pistols for pens, describing
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their theories of insurgent warfare. Representing different nationalities and varied

experience in the field, these authors provide useful insights into insurgencies, explain

their strategies, and prescribe actions to effectively fight them. They describe COIN

efforts in China, Malaya, Cuba, Algeria, and Vietnam. Many of their observations and

recommendations have survived the test of time, others are rejected. Their theories and

recommendations, applied to the Colombian situation, provide lessons applicable to

other COIN campaigns.

French Army Colonel Roger Trinquier, veteran of the French counterinsurgencies

in Vietnam and Algeria, penned Modern Warfare: A French View of Counterinsurgency

to describe the French experiences. He knew personally of what he wrote; he first

parachuted into Vietnam in 19471 and by 1953 his exceptional work placed him in

wartime command of 20,000 fighting men.2 In Vietnam, however, the communist

insurgents refused to be drawn into open combat. Hunting the furtive enemy in the

jungles was akin to using a “pile driver trying to crush a fly.”3

Trinquier understood the insurgent, his style of warfare, and he offers

suggestions for successful counterinsurgency. He recognized that, from the insurgents’

viewpoint, the insurgency must manipulate the population to support the insurgent and

his cause, and rally other opposition groups against the government in charge.4 The

insurgent draws strength from the terrain he inhabits. The local population provides

logistics and intelligence support. The insurgent will select a battlefield that provides an

asymmetric advantage, one that minimizes or altogether prevents government forces

from using modern transportation and aircraft support, stripping the modern force of

their clearest advantage in the field. Removed from the land he knows so well, the
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insurgent will be exposed as a mediocre fighter at best.5 Accordingly, Triquier dictated

three principles of counterinsurgency: (1) isolate the insurgent from the population that

sustains him, (2) drive the guerrillas from their territory, and finally (3) hold a large area

for a long time.6 His methods, Triquier suggested, would “never achieve spectacular

results,” but would eventually bring victory over an insurgency.7

Sir Robert Thompson, the British leader in the war in Malaya and COIN advisor

for US efforts in Vietnam, wrote eloquently of his education in the counterinsurgency

arts. Although obviously shaped by Trinquier, Thompson more clearly defined the

insurgents’ aims and prescribed more detailed, tactical COIN guidance. Insurgencies

following Mao’s Communist Chinese model would “adopt causes which appear

legitimate, progressive, and desirable.”8 Operating in remote, rural communities,

communists would use any grievance (such as corruption or lack of services) as

leverage against the government. If they seize control, they reduce taxes to curry favor

among the population.9 Taking control of safe sanctuary areas, the guerrilla will then

attack military and police outposts to seize weapons, gain prestige, and undermine

confidence in the government. Covert cells in the community provide recruits, logistics,

and intelligence support to the communists’ local armed units and larger, mobile units.10

The armed units remain dispersed in rough and inaccessible terrain, concentrating only

to initiate an attack. If they encounter government forces, the guerrillas break contact

and melt away into their protective terrain features. Guerrilla victories further undermine

popular confidence in the government and bolster support for the insurgency. The

insurgents quickly recruit to reconstitute any losses.11
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As Mao suggested, “the guerrilla must be to the population as little fishes in

water.”12 Thompson recognized that one could be both “a peasant be day and a guerrilla

by night.”13 When government troops enter suspect villages, find nothing, and get no

help, if their mounting frustration results in rash action, the insurgents will capitalize on

the propaganda opportunity. Therefore, “by creating more communists than they kill,

(they) become in effect communist recruiting drives.”14 Recognizing that insurgent

warfare targets public confidence, Thompson focuses on these motivational issues.

When guerrillas evade a government operation, but the government claims victory

nonetheless, the troops are dismayed, guerrillas encouraged, and recruiting numbers

climb as the population increasingly believes the insurgents words, promises, and

cause instead of the government. Low-level insurgent warfare continues escalating,

gaining power largely by seizing weapons until the guerrillas can initiate a war of

movement or until the government decides to negotiate a peace.15

Thompson dictated COIN strategy against communist guerrillas. First, the

besieged government must “have a clear political aim: to establish and maintain a free,

independent, and united country which is politically and economically stable and viable.”

The government must also address what the communists label societal “contradictions,”

such as corruption. Second, the government must operate within the law, specifically

noting that “detention is perhaps one of the most controversial powers which a

government may exercise.” Third, “government must have an overall plan” to address

not only security but also “political, social, economic, administrative, police and other

measures.” Fourth, the government must prioritize “defeating the political subversion,

not the guerrilla.” Finally, during an insurgency’s guerrilla phase, a “government must
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secure its base areas first;” the reverse is true during the initial phase when the

government should counter with security and economic measures in remote areas.16

In addition to his clear view of insurgency and concise methodology for

counterinsurgency, Thompson offers several guidelines from his experience. In a

strategy paraphrased as, “Clear, Hold, Winning, Won;”17 Thompson suggests “clearing”

insurgents from an area is likely counterproductive unless the government has the

means and will to “hold” that area, restoring government authority and instilling

security.18 “Winning” is a matter of good governance, with consideration for health,

education, “improved livelihood and standard of living,” and improved transportation

infrastructure.19 Since insurgency is largely fueled by a population’s discontent, military

discipline is critical. Thompson noted that the Vietnamese army failed in the “vital

aspect” of “good, strict disciplined behavior toward its own population.”20 Regarding

amnesty, it should not be offered too soon, since the terms can be released later but are

difficult to retract once publicly acknowledged.21 Additionally, when granting amnesty,

government forces should avoid using terms such as “surrender” and “prisoner of war,”

since these terms are pejorative and will make the former insurgent feel deceived.22

David Galula, a French Army veteran of World War II, experienced the Chinese

Revolution during Attaché service in Hong Kong and later served in Algeria from 1956-

1958 during the Algerian war of independence.23 Paraphrasing Clausewitz, Galula

defined insurgency as “the pursuit of the policy of a party, inside a country, by every

means;”24 a protracted, methodical struggle to overthrow the current order.25 Whereas

Mao described insurgent warfare from the guerrilla’s perspective, Galula’s descriptions

add the COIN view,26 heavily influenced by his experience in China.
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Galula reiterates Mao’s doctrine, more clearly than Thompson, demonstrating

familiarity bred from longer exposure and no doubt influenced by his capture and brief

detention by Maoist revolutionaries.27 The orthodox insurgency begins with establishing

a political party and uniting with like-minded allies, even those whose divergent ideology

will require their separation later.28 Galula defines these first two phases as the “cold

revolution,” because although the insurgents’ ideology and formation are established,

the actual fighting has not yet begun.29 The insurgent movement then begins guerrilla

warfare, steadily building strength until capable of movement warfare and, finally, an

annihilation campaign to overthrow the government.30 These three phases together

constitute, the “hot revolution.”31

Switching to the government perspective, Galula describes four COIN courses of

action, all or any combination of which may be employed. The government may choose

direct action against the insurgency, indirect action influencing the population, infiltrating

the insurgency, or “strengthening the political machine.”32

Galula describes these courses of action with varying degrees of detail. In (1)

acting directly against the insurgent leadership, the action must be strictly legal or it

risks encouraging the insurgency’s cause. Any legal trial will catapult the clash of

ideologies to the national stage. He suggests that this approach works especially well if

the insurgents’ cause has little popular appeal and the government can prevent the

insurgents’ access to publicity.33 Next, the government may (2) act indirectly by

addressing those conditions which initially bred the insurgency, usually by conducting

judicial reform, augmenting policing efforts, streamlining and focusing the government

bureaucracy on the country’s basic problems.34 Galula suggests (3) infiltrating the
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insurgency and bringing about its destruction from within is quite possible with a

relatively newly-formed insurgency. However, he cautions that infiltration operations

become increasingly difficult as the movement matures.35 Finally, he suggests (4)

strengthening the political machine itself. Galula explicitly refuses to explain this beyond

vaguely suggesting that the “peacetime political machine is built essentially on

patronage.”36

Galula’s strategic discussion of insurgency and COIN methods are clear and

relatively concise, but he offers few new specific details regarding COIN tactics,

techniques, and procedures. In stark contrast to Trinquier, Galula demands that

prisoners must be treated well, as he himself was when captured by the communist

Chinese.37 In contrast, the nationalist Chinese so distrusted the communists that 5,000

nationalist prisoners, released by the communist insurgents were then sequestered in a

camp to prevent them from “contaminating” the army.38 When captured and briefly held

by communist Chinese insurgents, Galula accepted and published their stated aims

without apparent question or comment,39 calling his own objectivity into question.40

Galula suggested a light and highly adaptive military for COIN warfare, and suggested

that the military itself would often become the instrument of government support in the

field, providing medical services and administering governance in recently-captured

insurgent areas.41 His suggestion to administer a census and issue identification cards

within former insurgent areas42 echoes Trinquier and Thompson’s strategic hamlet

concept.

Although their collective writings establish a firm foundation for traditional COIN

theory, Trinquier, Thompson, and Galula each missed the mark in some way. Although
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respected for his insights into counterinsurgency warfare, Trinquier also advocated

torture, albeit through references to “more stringent interrogation”43 and other non

sequiturs. He proposed that a captured terrorist cannot be treated like a criminal or a

prisoner of war. Invoking “women and children” as frequent terrorism victims, Trinquier

advocated interrogating captured suspects to identify the terrorist leadership and

organization. “No lawyer is present for such an interrogation. If the prisoner gives the

information requested, the examination is quickly terminated; if not, specialists must

force his secrets from him. Then, as a soldier, he must face the suffering, and perhaps

the death, he has heretofore managed to avoid.”44 Steadfastly defending torture as a

useful tool, Trinquier recalled the French knights who, holding to a point of honor,

refused to employ long bows against the English in the battles of Crécy45 in 1346 and

Agincourt46 in 1415. The English bore no such misplaced burden of honor and used

their bows to huge success, massacring the French army both times. Highlighting

pragmatism versus outdated codes of honor, Triquier advocated using “all the means of

modern warfare.”47 Supporting torture stained his legacy and risked tainting any who

dare cite his otherwise useful, even remarkable insights and suggestions.

Trinquier also first advocated and Thompson supported the heavy-handed

“strategic hamlet” concept whereby civilian populations in insurgent-dominated areas

were forcefully relocated and carefully monitored to isolate the guerrilla’s from their

popular support.48 Trinquier directed that everyone in the hamlet should be interrogated

to identify suspect insurgents; these suspects were subjected to “more stringent

interrogation” to identify still more insurgents and their structure.49 He advocated

supporting these strategic hamlets with “practical projects,” such as road construction
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and repair, education projects, and encouraging economic development.50 In a contest

of wills which Trinquier explained the enemy would use “any conflict liable to have a

profound influence on the population,”51 he somehow missed the fact that destroying

villagers’ houses, shelters, crops, and food and forcing them from their lands would

have a profound impact. France’s decision to torture suspects fostered Algerian Franco

phobia; forced displacement compounded the tension. In Algeria alone, over two million

poor farmers were forced from their farms and exiled to camps where they lived in

squalor.52 Despite France’s military victory, the Algerian population soon voted almost

unanimously for independence from France.53

Although Trinquier’s stubborn insistence on torture as a valid tool taints his

record as a visionary COIN theorist, he nonetheless clearly understood insurgency and

COIN operations. His 1964 description of guerrilla tactics reads eerily like eyewitness

accounts of actions by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)54 more

than three decades later. He wrote that the countryside, especially mountainous terrain,

allowed little protection for the legitimate population. Here the insurgent could carry out

“a few brutalities, such as savagely executed preventative assassinations,” to

encourage the population to provide authorities with no useful data, while surreptitiously

supporting the insurgents.55 Trinquier noted that timid police patrols often fell to the

insurgent cause, further fueling the insurgents’ political momentum. Eventually,

“immense zones” will be abandoned to the guerrillas, allowing them free reign.56 This is

exactly the case with the FARC.

Although these classics of COIN literature remain useful for study and guidance,

they must be studied critically for their continued application to modern insurgencies as
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four decades have passed since Trinquier, Thompson, and Galula set pens to paper.

Consider, for example, that Trinquier advocated placing anti-personnel mines along

guerrilla trails where ambushes were not feasible.57 First, the world has changed since

1964. Thirty years after Trinquier wrote about COIN, 122 nations including Colombia

ratified the Mine Ban Treaty.58 Although he states that mines should be placed in the

evening and recovered the next day, one must question his sincerity since he’s already

determined the area is not suitable for an ambush … how then could it be suitable for

COIN forces to visit it twice within 24 hours? Colombia ranks third in the world for

deaths caused by mines. Placing more mines is both politically foolhardy and against

international treaty.59

A more enduring lesson is Thompson’s admonition to track weapons. He notes

that insurgents could not legally purchase weapons and would attack government

forces to arm themselves. Tracking weapons captured and lost by the government was

more useful than tracking insurgent killed or captured. Guerrillas could be replaced by

recruiting from the local population – weapons were far more difficult to obtain.60

Although modern terrorists craft by hand some of their weapons, controlling and

tracking any required sub element could serve the purpose of measuring trends in

insurgents’ strength.

Trinquier and Galula’s theories have not aged gracefully. Admittedly, both explain

well the Maoist approach to revolution and the COIN methods they advocate for

suppressing such guerrilla movements. However, Trinquier’s unrepentant advocacy of

torture undermines his book’s utility. Galula dwells too long in the ethereal, lacking

sufficiently detailed guidance or disconnected from it altogether to be of greater modern
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value. For example, Galula advocates employing COIN forces in concentric circles to

trap insurgents between rings.61 Although theoretically sound, the guerrilla knows the

terrain far better than the government forces and uses this advantage to great effect.

Like the US in Vietnam, Colombia has encircled insurgent elements, but in difficult

terrain the insurgents easily slipped away. Trinquier admits that although he, too,

advocates trying a blockade-type COIN approach, this methodology is rarely effective.62

In the final analysis, it’s noted shortcomings notwithstanding, Sir Thompson’s “Defeating

Communist Insurgency” best explains the necessary mindset for approaching COIN

operations and provides tactical and operational insights of enduring value.

Colombia’s Troubled History

Class strife and extended periods of bloodshed stain many chapters of

Colombia’s history. The Spanish colonial era left an inefficient government focused on

stability within an economically stratified society. One crop, coffee, dominated the

economy, making it prone to extreme fluctuation. After independence, two competing

groups, the Liberals and Conservatives, fought over and traded power. The advent of

20th century communications exposed rural poor to the polarity of their “political,

economic, and social plight.”63 A steadily rising groundswell of popular discontent swept

Jorge Eliecer Gaitan to lead the Liberal party. His 1948 assassination in Bogota sparked

the Bogotazo, a massive uprising which killed as many as 10,000 in the capital alone,

left the city in ruins, and sparked La Violencia, 16 years of violent bloodshed and

recrimination throughout Colombia.64 The class divisions, already deeply embedded in

Colombian society, were etched in blood; the Colombian National Police would not

protect and occasionally even attacked the Liberals, and liberal members of the largely
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conservative Colombian Army defected to the plains and mountains.65 By 1964, when

La Violencia finally ended, more than 200,000 were dead; many more than that had

been displaced from their land and their church.66

Marxist Guerrillas, Right-Wing Paramilitaries, and Drug Lords. Outside the cities,

Communist revolutionaries sought to expand Cuba’s successful revolution into the

Colombian countryside. Colombia provided fertile soil for communism, which “preyed

upon human hopes.”67 Purporting to represent the working class, communists actually

instituted a centralized, elitist, and authoritative rule.68 Manuel Marulanda Velez, alias

Tirofijo, formally established the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC)RC)

in 1962, after fighting for the Colombia Communist Party in La Violencia.69 The National

Liberation Army (ELN)70 and other, smaller, leftist groups71 also organized over time

against the government.

In 1981, Colombian president Julio Turbay identified a potential escape from the

cycle of violence. He offered the guerrillas amnesty, lifting a state of siege. The FARC

numbered approximately 1,000 fighters, the ELN and EPL a few hundred each. There

was no decisive defeat and the guerrillas could keep their uniforms and weapons. The

FARC formed a political party, the Unión Patriótica (UP), and many guerrillas

demobilized. When the UP presidential candidate was assassinated, the FARC

rearmed. 72

In the 1980s, the FARC turned to the burgeoning drug trade to finance its

operations.73 Against the rising, drug-fueled, leftist tide, the first of 130 right-wing

paramilitary organizations formed in 1987. Originally funded by cattle and farming

interests, they, too, used drugs as a major source of income.74 The paramilitaries
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became infamous for killing civilians they believed supported left-wing guerrillas.75 In the

1988 mayoral elections, death squads killed 600 UP members, including 16 mayoral

candidates.76

Enter Uribe, Humble Hero. Alvaro Uribe Velez stepped upon this tortured

national stage an unlikely hero. Raised alongside some of the Medellin Cartel’s

infamous drug barons77, his father was assassinated by kidnappers78 from the FARC.

Uribe could easily have turned to Colombia’s illegal drugs or political violence. Instead,

bespectacled and slight of build, Uribe distinguished himself academically, accepted

scholarship grants for study abroad, then returned to begin a Colombian political career.

Rising through the political ranks, Uribe served as mayor of Medellin and in

several lesser positions. As governor of Antioquia, however, Uribe brought new vision to

leadership, cutting thousands of unnecessary jobs from Antioquia’s bloated bureaucracy

while expanding public school availability more in two years than in the previous

decade.79 Against the rampant lawlessness that beset Colombia and cost his father’s

life,80 Uribe instituted a radio-linked community watch system called convivir.81 This act,

although soon rescinded, would haunt him the remainder of his political life. Persistant

political rumors suggest that convivir provided the impetus and covert support for the

murderous paramilitaries. In 2002, surfing a wave of popular discontent with escalating

violence and lawlessness, the Colombian people elected Alvaro Uribe Velez President.

He had a clear mandate to win Colombia back from the brink of anarchy.

Uribe took office at perhaps Colombia’s darkest hour. The US decertified the

country in 1996 and 1997 for insufficient action against illegal drugs, hampering aid and

trade.82 President Samper was tied conclusively to the drug cartels in 1995.83 After 20
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years of drug wars, Colombia’s dead numbered 35,000 in the 1990s alone. The

increasingly bloody dispute with the Medellin Cartel saw a loaded passenger airliner

brought down with a bomb and the Departamento Administrative de Seguridad (DAS, a

central intelligence and law enforcement entity) destroyed with a 1,000-pound truck

bomb. 84 In 1998, the US government estimated Colombia’s illegal drug income totaled

four billion dollars, fully five percent of the Colombian gross domestic product.85 Over

one million Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) increased annually by 100,000.86 In an

attempt to initiate negotiations, President Pastrana responded to a FARC request by

ceding one third of the country to their control in a demilitarized zone, the despeje, in

1999,87 but the FARC refused to engage in peace talks.88 Hostage-taking for profit and

political gain reached its peak in 2000 with over 3,500 captured.89 The drug smugglers

enjoyed sufficient autonomy to begin constructing a large, welded steel, submarine on

the outskirts of Bogota capable of carrying hundreds of tons of cocaine.90

The various insurgent movements active in Colombia were winning. In 1996, the

ELN boasted 3,000 fighters who largely financed their operations through extortion.91

Since 1977, the FARC had definitively and consistently beaten the Colombian

government forces in the field.92 Between 1999 and 2001, the number of armed FARC

forces reached a new zenith of 17,000 fighters.93 The FARC guerrillas graduated to

mobile warfare, using large columns of guerrilla fighters, crew-served weapons, and

artillery.94 As the 20th century drew to a close, Colombia was headed toward utter

collapse, victim of more than three decades of insurgent warfare, beset by powerful

right-wing paramilitaries, and fraught with illicit drugs. The FARC welcomed Uribe by

bombing his inaugural ceremony, killing 19 and wounding 60.95
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Since Uribe became president and the US funded Plan Colombia, the

improvement within Colombia has been dramatic. Kidnapping is down from 3,572 in

2000 to 521 in 2007.96 Medellin, the murder capital of the world in 1991, had less per

capita murders in 2007 than Baltimore or Washington DC.97 After data basing and

studying more than 20,000 violent events, Restrepo and Spagat cite “unmistakeable

evidence that the Uribe government has had significant success in fighting the guerrillas

while reducing civilian deaths.”98 The municipal elections in October 2007 were the

safest and least violent in a decade.99 In comparing Colombia now to its dark past, the

US Ambassador to Colombia, William Brownfield notes, “The Colombia of 2008 might

as well be a different country on a different planet in a different galaxy.”100

How have these changes been brought about?

Finally, Success: The US – Colombia Coalition

Examining the seven elements of national power (Diplomatic, Information,

Military, Economic, Financial, Intelligence, and Law Enforcement [DIMEFIL])

demonstrates the wide range of international cooperation between the US and

Colombia and the broad interagency, joint, and combined campaign waged against the

FARC, ELN, and drug traffickers.

More than the other elements of power, Uribe wielded military might and

diplomatic finesse to restore Colombia. Professing a vigorous new Democratic Security

Strategy, Uribe encouraged the Colombian military toward a new, more offensive

attitude. 101 He strengthened the military by bringing 72 helicopters, a new counter-drug

Army brigade, and 21 airplanes to spray defoliant on the drug crops.102 Uribe initiated
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Soldados de mi Pueblo, a 21,000-strong rural security force comprised of local young

men enlisted into the Army to patrol their own home towns.103

Uribe’s military success, although not unblemished, is impossible to deny. The

paramilitaries declared a truce in December 2002104 and an official cease fire a year

later.105 In 2008, Colombian forces attacked a FARC camp just outside Colombian

territory in Ecuador, killing Raul Reyes (a high-level FARC commander) and capturing

critical evidence.106 In a stunning operation in July 2008, Colombian special operations

forces duped a FARC unit into giving up their most valuable hostages, including three

Americans and a former Colombian presidential candidate.107

As Colombian military forces regained control over the countryside, the

government swept in to reestablish basic governance. A “families in action” program

improves child nutrition, bolsters health, and empowers women. In 2002, the program

served 150,000 children. They aided nearly 800,000 in 2007 and hoped to serve 1.5

million in 2008.108 A Coordination Center for Integrated Government Action (CCAI) was

established in 2004 to coordinates civilian and military assistance to 58 targeted, at-risk

municipalities in 11 regions.109 This is viewed by many interagency specialists as a very

well designed and functioning organization that has significantly improved Colombian

interagency coordination.

On the diplomatic front, Uribe enacted Pastrana’s Plan Colombia with the US to

fund, train, and assist his military operations.110 During his two terms, Uribe visited the

US over 25 times to maintain this critical international partnership.111 Internally, offering

a diplomatic carrot to avoid his steadily improving military stick, Uribe created a

demobilization program to allow paramilitary and guerrilla fighters to turn themselves in
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and eventually rejoin society.112 He employed the Organization of American States to

verify the demobilization of tens of thousands of illegal armed group members and

credits the OAS participation for the program’s success.113 To encourage FARC hostage

negotiations, Uribe unilaterally released FARC prisoners into the demobilization

program.114 Although the FARC did not reciprocate, Uribe was praised publicly for his

willingness to negotiate. When unable to secure hostage releases himself, Uribe took

significant political risk, allowing Venezuela’s inflammatory president Chavez to enter

Colombian territory to secure the release of several hostages. After attacking a FARC

camp in Ecuador, Uribe remained firm but conciliatory among his neighbors, especially

Chavez, over Colombia’s requirement to defend itself against terrorists. Uribe’s stance

kept the peace, despite some Venezuelan saber-rattling.115 After the July 2008 hostage

rescue, Colombian forces showed remarkable restraint when they surrounded a FARC

element and merely broadcast a message from one of the previous high-level hostages,

asking them to surrender, to “recover your family, your honor, your liberty.”116

Uribe also focused the law enforcement, economic, and informational elements

of national power against Colombia’s panoply of foes, albeit with mixed results. With

Plan Colombia funding, the Colombian National Police force was increased by 37% to

136,000 officers. The increased Carabinero force spearheaded the rural policing effort

and 2,400 highway patrolmen helped restore security between cities.117 Before 2002,

some 169 of Colombia’s 1,099 municipalities had no police presence; all do now. For

the first time in years, no police stations were overrun in 2007.118 To address the

burgeoning kidnapping problem, the US trained special Police and Army anti-hostage

teams to quickly locate and retrieve people taken hostage. In stark contrast to the
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numerous deaths caused during previous rescue, only one person was killed during

2007, and that was by a non US-trained team.119

The Colombian government, with US support, overhauled an antiquated and

stagnated judicial system. Judicial reforms begun by region in the 1990s bringing oral

testimony into court were recently completed throughout the country,120 but have already

demonstrated results. Cases now move from arrest to verdict in months instead of

years.121 The old system required five years to bring a case to trial and yielded

convictions only 60 percent of all cases. The new system averages only one year to

bring a case to trial with an 80 percent conviction rate.122 To relieve the court system of

backlogged, lesser complaints, the US Agency for International Development (USAID)

created 45 “justice houses” whose trained conciliators managed over seven million

cases. USAID also trained 1,600 public defenders.123

Recognizing the lingering shortcomings of Colombia’s judicial system – and the

fearful regard Colombian criminals held for US courts and prisons - Uribe dramatically

increased extraditions to the US, sending a total of more than 600 criminals north for

prosecution and incarceration.124 Confronting claims of preferential treatment for

paramilitary members, Uribe extradited 14 of the most notorious paramilitary leaders

when they failed to meet the terms of their demobilization agreement.125

Uribe has also encouraged strong, independent judicial oversight of the

government. While staunchly maintaining his own innocence, Uribe has not interfered

while more than 70 members of the Colombian Congress, including his own cousin,

have come under police investigation for possible ties to the paramilitary.126
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The Colombian government earned praise from the OAS’ Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) for firm action taken against human rights

violations, specifically extra-judicial killings. Complaints about labor leaders being killed

have allowed opponents of Colombia in the US Congress to stop the approval process

for a US Free Trade Agreement. The issue even entered into the 2008 presidential

debates.127 These complaints appear out dated. A new unit lead by the Colombian

Attorney General dedicates 13 prosecutors and 75 investigators against this problem,

focusing on 187 “priority cases.”128 An $11 million protection program provides special

security to 1,500 trade unionists in 2006. Nobody enrolled in the program was killed.129

Since enacting Plan Colombia, the government dramatically revived democracy.

The 1998 despeje ceded approximately one third of the country to Marxist guerrilla

control,130 preventing elections in many municipalities through 2003. The October 2007

elections saw new voter registration increase by 55 percent. Although still a painful

figure, the 26 murdered candidates in 2007 represented a 50 percent decrease from

1997.131 By 2008 the government could boast “a legitimate state presence in all of

Colombia’s 1,099 municipalities.”132

The “drug war” has not reduced trafficking despite cracking the cartels,

extraditing hundreds of drug producers and smugglers to the US, and spraying coca

fields for years. Colombia still exports more cocaine than any country in the world, even

more than before Plan Colombia was enacted.133 Due to higher crop yields, the United

Nations estimated that Colombia could produce 30 tons more cocaine in 2006 than in

2002.134
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Although Colombian elites have never ceded coercive taxation capability to the

state, Uribe correctly gauged their support and successfully increased their taxes to

match US aid with another $800 million, to pay for the war.135 The war tax focused on

wealthy people and businesses,136 involving a segment of society that had previously

been relatively immune from the impact of the insurgency. Nonetheless, researchers

Bustamante and Chaskel argue that despite tax increases, Colombian “tax collection as

a percentage of gross domestic productivity is still only at 17 percent, far below average

in developed countries.”137

Uribe has been unable to secure a US free trade agreement. This is significant

even if, as Cynthia Arnson of the Woodrow Wilson Institute noted, the agreement’s

“symbolic importance … exceeds economic benefits.”138 Uribe maintained critical peace

with Venezuela. Colombia’s Venezuela trade almost doubled in 2007, reaching $5

billion.139 Although unable to reduce illegal drug profits by the FARC and other groups,

Uribe undermined the FARC’s popular support by reducing unemployment from 16

percent to 13 percent and slashing inflation from 18 percent to 5 percent.140 Improved

security boosted economic activity. In 2001, a primary oil pipeline bringing export

petroleum to the coast was attacked 170 times and shut down for 200 days. In 2007,

the pipeline was attacked only once.141

Uribe deftly managed information and intelligence. Internally, Uribe holds weekly

community councils throughout the country, demonstrating great bravery and

confidence by travelling in person to hear his citizens’ complaints and attempt

solutions.142 Pilloried for ordering the 2008 Raul Reyes attack into Ecuador’s territory,

Uribe nonetheless captured a treasure trove of information exposing Venezuelan
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support for the FARC which included offering $300 million, an oil ration the FARC could

sell, and weapon sales by the Venezuelan Army.143 After Interpol verified the

information’s authenticity, Uribe judiciously released choice blocks to the international

press. Little wonder that Chavez, not long after sending tanks to the Colombian border,

changed his tune to stand arm-in-arm with Uribe, proclaiming it was “time to turn the

page on a stormy past.”144 The Economist credits use of intelligence, including

communications intercepts by the US, for the Colombian military’s stunning hostage

rescue success and their ability to imitate FARC communications and operations.145

This war against determined, long-standing, and well-defined enemy forces

presents several lessons for successful COIN warfare.

Lessons Learned

COIN literature and over forty years of war in Colombia yield several valuable

lessons for consideration by COIN warriors in other campaigns.

First, understand the enemy. Reading is helpful, but each insurgency is unique in

its own right. Marxist insurgencies share commonalities with other guerrilla wars, but

each insurgency must be studied separately. The COIN model for Marxist guerrillas

may not apply directly to Muslim extremists, for example.

Second, continuously re-evaluate and adapt. Colombian General Ospina

reported that the Colombian Army had to abandon its traditional perspective of war in

order to fight and win against the FARC.146 For example, the Colombian Army’s Plan

Patriota successfully loosened the FARC’s tightening stranglehold on Bogota, but the

next phase of the operation faltered in Caquetá.147 The Army regrouped, refocused, and

resumed the attack; they now have ongoing successful operations in the FARC’s prized
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birthplace. On the international front, Colombia must work to establish a shared vision of

Plan Colombia’s progress to date. In Colombia, the program is recognized for its many

successes, but US political circles remain fixated on unchanged drug production and

out-dated information on extra-judicial killing. This disconnect directly threatens to

undermine the progress made since 2000.

Third, bring all possible power to bear. Focus the full spectrum of national power

on the enemy. In Colombia, the FARC guerrillas are the target of military operations

seeking to kill them, law enforcement operations seeking to arrest and prosecute them,

economic operations seeking to bankrupt them, diplomatic operations seeking to isolate

them, and information operations to convince them to lay down their arms and rejoin

society. GEN Ospina admits that, in dealing with the subordinate illegal drug problem

and lesser guerrilla groups, the Colombian National Army become distracted from

fighting the FARC, its primary enemy.148

Fourth, strengthen government legitimacy. The Colombian government did not

actually have a presence along the Pacific coast, along the border with Panama, and in

the vast plains of the southeast. Until Colombia deployed security forces and local

governance returned into the towns in these areas, guerillas and narco-traffickers were

able to rule unmolested.

Fifth, strengthen the population’s loyalty for the country. Insurgency threatens the

entire country and demands a broad response; it is not simply a military problem.149

Uribe found employment opportunities for the poor and applied taxes to the rich. His

weekly press events throughout the country demonstrate (1) a personal concern for the

voters, and (2) his personal confidence in restored security. Thompson suggested that a
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properly functioning information service will “emphasize the government’s legality,

construction, and results in juxtaposition with the insurgents’ illegality, destruction, and

promises.”150 In Colombia, this juxtaposition is witnessed daily, in many ways.

Sixth, offer the insurgent options. GEN Ospina cautions readers to remember

that the guerrilla enemy is also a “fellow citizen.”151 Uribe unilaterally freed 200 FARC

fighters from prison152 with the publicly-stated ambition that FARC hostage holders

would commence negotiations in return. Although the FARC failed to negotiate, Uribe

still gained by demonstrating his good will in seeking a solution. The population, initially

critical, noted the FARC’s repeated failure to negotiate and their proof-of-life video

releases further inflamed public opinion against them.

Seventh, “nationalization” must be carefully managed. US fiscal support for Plan

Colombia is waning, and faster now under Democratic leadership in Congress. The

transition from US supported to purely Colombian operations must be carefully

managed to maintain broad pressure on the insurgents, using the entire DIMEFIL

spectrum of national power. An overly-rapid transition to purely national funding places

enormous strain on Colombia and risks erasing their many gains against the insurgent

enemy.

Colombia’s Road Ahead

Despite Colombia’s many remarkable improvements during Uribe’s leadership,

his convivir connections to right-wing paramilitaries and the human rights violations they

conducted continue to raise questions, both in the press and in the US Congress.

Hanson and Romero’s criticism is typical. They note a peace activist’s assassination by

“unknown assailants” after release from government detention and continued
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paramilitary violence long after a declared ceasefire.153 Although liberal press,

academics, and politicians may never be satisfied with Uribe, there is substantial

evidence that Uribe’s leadership has significantly improved safety and security for all

Colombians. Restrepo and Spagat specify that paramilitary activity (especially killing)

decreased during demobilization, although numerous ceasefire violations occurred.154 In

fact, these authors explicitly discount claims of increased human rights violations as

unfounded, noting that the human rights organizations statistically consider killings on

par with mass detentions and other lesser violations. Restrepo and Spagat also note

that, in human rights’ math, killing equals detention, skewing results in human rights’

studies and obscuring Colombia’s dramatic improvements.155 Nonetheless, Restrepo

and Spagat also propose that the inordinately high amount of killings perpetrated by the

paramilitaries would merit closer attention by the Colombian government.156

Colombia must continue to wrestle with its enormous number of IDPs. From a

peak of 2.5 to 3 million IDPs between 1999 and 2002, IDP levels decreased as the

government restored control and reduced violence. The United Nations High

Commissioner on Refugees (UNHCR) praised Colombia’s redoubled efforts and

progress.157

Justice remains under strain in Colombia. Although the demobilization program

has enjoyed several unquestionable measures of success, including decommissioning

more than 18,000 weapons,158 confessions from demobilized members swamped the

judicial system with 4,000 investigations for crimes against humanity and 800 new

murder cases.159
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It is too soon to declare victory. Colombia remains a dangerous and difficult

place to live and work. Deadly attacks on labor leaders have been halved, but not

halted.160 Although the US State Department reports that the “murder rate of union

members is lower than that of the general population,”161 this is still too high. According

to Bustamante and Chaskel, Colombia’s population displacement is second only to

Sudan.162 Despite recent well-publicized hostage rescues, the FARC still holds several

hundred hostages.163

Clearly the road ahead has its difficulties, but Colombia has overcome significant

odds to grasp for victory and peace. Thompson notes that smaller, more prosperous,

and better-administered states have an advantage in putting down an insurgency.164

Large, rurally poor, and until recently poorly administered Colombia has largely

overcome these disadvantages, demonstrating that a firm, visionary leadership wielding

the full spectrum of national power can overcome long odds in COIN. For the Colombia-

US coalition, the coin has been tossed, the toss is near to being declared a victory. It

now remains for the US to retract our hand slowly enough to not drop the COIN, and

Colombia, back into chaos.

Recommendations

The US-Colombia coalition significantly restored Colombia as a stable, secure

democracy. The hard-won lessons from this protracted war, together with the enduring

lessons from COIN literature, provide valuable guidance for US prosecution of other

coalition COIN wars.

Strategy is important enough to require periodic review and, if necessary,

revision. The desired end-state from the initial plan may be incomplete or incorrect.
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The US population must understand the valid military maxim, “no plan survives the first

engagement.” The US-Colombia coalition Plan Colombia is no exception; years of

engagement produced huge but qualified successes. In failing to admit or recognize

these successes, US politicians undermine the relationship with the strongest ally in

South America. A myopic focus on continued drug production and smuggling serves

partisan political goals sufficiently to negate any interest in the greater context.

Colombia’s many measureable gains, therefore, are often overshadowed by an inability

to reduce illegal drug production and trafficking. Military leaders should avoid defining

and end-state so narrowly that other successes will not register with the public or with

Congressional leaders.

Redefining strategy and goals is not, necessarily, an admission of failure.

Strategy should be carefully and routinely re-evaluated. Reducing drug production and

smuggling alone is an inadequate measure by which to gauge US-Colombian success,

and masks the greater

Measures of effectiveness require periodic review and correction. Thompson

recognized that tracking the enemy kill rate was ineffective; instead, he advocated

tracking the number of weapons seized from and lost to the enemy.165 Colombia’s

general staff also rejected a body count mentality, refocusing instead on targeting FARC

leadership. This emphasis brought about the first military success against the FARC

Secretariat in four decades, negated the public perception of their invulnerability, helped

turn the public opinion tide, and hastened their decline.

The center of gravity for any insurgency is the population itself. From the several

books reviewed here, Thompson best described the fine balance between prosecuting
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military operations against the enemy while maintaining positive relations with the

population at large. Humanitarian assistance, civil support, security, and reconstruction

operations all undermine the popular discontent on which an insurgency feeds. These

operations, often considered secondary, must stand on par with combat operations.

Combat can pluck the weed, but good governance is the necessary gardening to

prevent its return.

Joint operations are only the beginning; the entire DIMEFIL spectrum of national

power must be brought to bear. Coordinated, effective joint operations sharpen the

military spear, but military operations alone will not maintain the peace. In Colombia,

military leadership helps direct the Coordination Center for Integrated Government

Action (CCAI), focusing national education, health, economic and public works efforts to

address public discontent and restore or establish loyalty to the federal government –

effectively isolating the FARC.

We can do much to elevate an ally’s standing in the world by merely appreciating

and capitalizing on their success. The US does not hold exclusive rights to good ideas

in the war against terrorism or against insurgents. Colombian police have trained

Afghan police on counter-drug operations. US commanders should look to experienced

allies like the Colombians for their hard-won COIN experience.

Advocating torture caused France to lose the peace in Algeria after winning the

war; it cost Trinquier his honor. US commanders should take note. The populations’

hearts and minds are to be won, not broken.

A graduated amnesty system linked with a timely and transparent legal system

help resolve conflict, expose other underlying crimes, and restore the social fabric of a
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divided society. Sadly it took Colombia two attempts to learn this lesson. President

Turbay’s 1981 amnesty offer to the FARC brought a rare peace and a move toward

reintegration. War quickly reignited when the FARC’s political candidate was

assassinated.166 With the current demobilization active, violence is again declining, but

1981 taught that such progress can be quickly reversed.

Conclusion

Insurgency threatens many nations throughout the globe. When US national

interests dictate, the US will engage, often working to establish a stable and secure

democracy and deny terrorists a safe haven. Colombia has 40 years of experience

fighting a protracted and difficult COIN war. The US has 10 years of shared experience

in this fight. Together, we have every right to be proud of the many successes won,

while focusing on Colombia’s remaining problems. We should use our experience to

inform our actions in other theaters. We should recognize that our allies, like Colombia,

have much they can teach us regarding the full employment of national power to defeat

an insurgency and restore stability and democracy.
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